
WEAKLY EQUICONTINUOUS SCHAUDER BASES

THURLOW a. cook1

Let £ be a locally convex Hausdorff linear topological vector space,

henceforth called simply a locally convex space. A Schauder basis for

£ is a sequence of vectors {x„} in £ together with a sequence {/„} of

continuous linear functionals from £* such that fk(xj) =bk.j and for

each x££, x= y^T-i fn(x)xn, convergence being in the topology of £.

For each positive integer m let Sm(x) = 2^Ln~xfn(x)xn. We call the basis

(xn\ fn) equicontinuous when the partial sum operators (Sm) are

equicontinuous in the given topology of £.

In this note a necessary and sufficient condition for a Schauder

basis to be weakly equicontinuous is given and complete locally

convex spaces with weakly equicontinuous Schauder bases are char-

acterized. A form of the latter result has been obtained in [l, p. 268].

Equicontinuous bases were introduced in [3, p. 208].

If the space £ is barrelled then by the Banach-Steinhaus Theorem,

any Schauder basis of £ is equicontinuous. However, if £ is exam-

ined in its weak topology considerably different results occur.

1. Theorem. Let E be a locally convex space with a Schauder basis

(xn;fn). Then this basis is weakly equicontinuous if and only if {/„} is

a Hamel basis for E*. Moreover, if E is complete, these conditions hold

if and only if E is linearly homeomorphic to (s), the countable product

of reals.

Proof. Suppose (x„;/„) is weakly equicontinuous. It follows that

if/'££*, then {/' o Sn: w£w} is a family of weakly equicontinuous

linear functions. It is well known (see e.g., [2, p. 161]) that

{f o Sn: nE<>}} is thus finite dimensional. Consequently, {/„} is a

Hamel basis for £*, since (f„) is a w*-Schauder basis for £*. The

converse is trivial.

To prove the second statement observe that all Schauder bases in

(s) are weakly equicontinuous. This follows since the weak and

Mackey topologies are the same.

Now suppose the conditions hold. The topology w(E, £*) is metriz-

able since £* has a countable Hamel basis [5, Theorem 6, p. 150]. By

[4, Theorem 3.4, p. 132] this weak topology is the Mackey topology.

Therefore £ is a Frechet space.
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Define the following linear function tp oi E into (5): if xGP then

let <b(x) = Z_,n=ifn(x)en where en is the »th coordinate unit vector in

(s) and x= E-' fi(x)xj. The function cp is clearly linear. Also <p(E)

= (s). To see this let {an} E(s) and let/£P*; then for k and j large

enough /(Ei o,nxn) = Et anf(xn) — 0 since P* has a countable Hamel

basis. Hence { E»-i W.: ^Gu| is a weakly hence Mackey Cauchy

sequence and therefore convergent. Consequently, there is an x£P

such that x = Ef-i a»x> anc' </>(x) = En-1 an£n = {a„} ■ It follows from

the Banach-Steinhaus theorem that <f> is continuous.

By the open mapping theorem we have £ linearly homeomorphic

to (s).
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